
 

 

Banana Plugs/Connectors-SFB 10 

 

 
 

These top end Banana Plugs/Connectors are based on the WBT 0600 design. Turned from a Solid Copper block these gold 

plated robust connectors offer the purist signal delivery. The knurled sleeve features a polished ruthenium finish with a color 

band to for channel differentiation. The plug is designed with an expanding inner spike that ensures a solid mechanical fit in 

turn offering high contact pressure. This results in 0 signal loss. Termination is done using unique dual mechanical M3 screws 

for a secure crimp connection as well as cable strain relief.  

 

The most important feature of this connector that makes it unique and places it leagues ahead of the competition is the 

method in which the speaker cable is crimped, covered and sealed 

Once crimping is done the ruthenium polished sleeve tightens over the body simultaneously activating the expanding spike. 

This also ensures that the Copper from the speaker cable is sealed off from the atmosphere thus preventing its degradation 

over time. It is precisely this feature that allows for the purist signal passage over time. 

 

Wires upto 8AWG or 10mm² are accepted by the connector 

Please Note: This is a serious connector and not to be mistaken for local plugs 

 

Features 

 Gold plated Cu connectors 

 Unique Expanding spike lockable design 

 Collar with polished black ruthenium 

 Wires Upto 9mm 

 Independent screws for tightening jacket as well as signal wire 

 

 

 

 



RCA Plug Female SFR 10 

 

 
A Diyer’s delight.This top end RCA plug features a OFC construction in this dual prism spring loaded contact. The Socket 

tightens from the outside using the included mounting nut.It comes with insulated key hole slotted washer that prevents 

rotation of the plug.Design is based on the WBT 0201 rca socket 

Can accommodate plates upto 5mm thick 

Please Note: this is a serious Taiwanese connector and not to be mistaken with MX offerings 

 

 

 

 



RCA Plug Male Neutrik(Rean) 

 

 

   
A Diyer’s delight.This top end RCA plug features a pure brass construction in this dual prism spring loaded contact. The Socket 

tightens from the outside using the included mounting nut.It comes with insulated slotted washer that prevents signal earth 

contact due to mistakes in soldering.Design is based on the WBT 0201 rca socket. 

Rather than buying unknown brands a tried and tested neutrik always works well 

 

Feature: Eutectic cast brass central pin 

Wire connection : Solder 

Main body:Brass with gold plated for excellent connectivity 

Collet: Metal alloy with Matt black ruthenium finish 

Max wire Diameter : 9 mm 

Brand: Neutrik AG 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Binding Posts Dayton Audio BPFI 

 

 

Quick Overview 

These high-quality 5-way binding posts offer audiophile features at a reasonable price. The fully insulated design prevents the 
accidental shorting of speaker wires. A free-spinning metal ferrule on the tightening knob allows a secure connection without 
any tendency to work loose. No corners are cut here.The post is copper with gold plating 

 

Product Highlights 

 Copper with Gold plating 

 Keyhole slot prevents post from rotating even when overtightening 

 Suitable for Bananas and raw cable upto 4AWG 

• Fully-polycarbonate insulated 5-way binding post prevents possibility of short circuits 

• Tightening knob's free-spinning metal ferrule facilitates a secure connection 

• screw lockable cabinet and crossover end connection 

• Suitable for any cabinet panel with a keyed 11.5 mm hole and 25 mm thread length 

• Gold finish; sold in red/black pairs 

 


